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ADVANCED ENGINEERING
A E

—Wes Tuttle
    Vice President, 

Satellite Vacuum Trucks

“Although operators use 
vacuum trucks everyday, 
sometimes the basics 
of how the truck works, 
general maintenance 
issues and fixing a 
common problem 
presents a challenge to 
owners and drivers.”

“Engineering trucks for this industry is much more than installing a tank on 
a chassis,” said Wes Tuttle, Vice President of Satellite Vacuum Trucks. “We 
focus on building trucks for safety, sustainability and ergonomics. For instance, 

weight distribution and 
center of gravity are critical 
to safety. This also affects 
sustainability, meaning 
the truck will remain in 
service longer and have 
fewer repairs compared 
to one that exceeds the 
GVWR (Gross Vehicle 
Weight Rating). Another 
enhancement that adds to 
the life of the trucks is using 
a bolt-on system for each 

individual part such as the stainless steel hose tray or cabinets. This feature 
reduces the cost and time spent replacing or repairing these high-wear parts 

when necessary. As for ergonomics, we consider lowering driver fatigue 
and service times the most important criteria when designing a 

truck. To that end, we use single-hook hose hangers, lowered 
work stations, easily-accessible controls and other features 

to achieve these goals.”

As we look ahead, it is very obvious that new 
technologies will have an effect on truck 

designs. We look forward to the many 
benefits this will provide you,  

our customer. 
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SATELLITE VACUUM TRUCKS
Portable Restroom and Septic Trucks and Trailers
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WHY SLIDE-IN?
PRACTICAL, INEXPENSIVE & SIMPLE 
Satellite skid-mounted vacuum modules offer operators a portable, 
lightweight method for servicing restrooms. With a simple design and 
proven components, these modules provide worry-free operation. Each 
unit is engineered for smaller service vehicles and outfitted with field-
tested pumps, valves and hoses. Sizes range from 300-650 gallons.

MODULE CHARACTERISTICS
3” WASTE/1 ½” FRESH DUMP OUTLETS
Tanks are equipped with a large 3” waste dump and 1 ½” fresh water dump.

OVERFLOW PREVENTION FEATURES
The pump is protected by a primary and secondary overflow valve to 
guard against over-pumping.

SIMPLE TO OPERATE AND MAINTAIN
Using a simple design and reliable components, these tanks operate 
with minimal effort and repairs.

KEY FEATURES & OPTIONS
• Pressure wash systems
• Multiple vacuum system options
• Optional coated freshwater compartment
• Dump hose in 5’ or 10’ lengths
• Longer vacuum hose lengths
• Four-way valve
• Secondary ball check valve
• Sight glasses for waste & fresh

MATERIAL SIZES
300 - 48” x 71” (200 waste, 100 fresh)
400 - 52” x 94” (270 waste, 130 fresh)
450 - 54” x 94” (300 waste, 150 fresh)
550 - 48” x 110” (370 waste, 180 fresh)
650 - 63” x 101.5” (430 waste, 220 fresh)
Available in Mild Steel, Aluminum, & Stainless Steel

MD400
MAL300

Vacuum Tanks
SLIDE-IN
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WHY MD950?
650 GALLON WASTE / 300 GALLON FRESH
Everything about the MD950 makes it the ideal service truck. A full 
range of vacuum and washdown systems can be custom-tailored to fit 
your specific application. Recent changes include lowered cabinets 
for better sight lines, increased work space in the hose tray area, a 
reinforced unit hauler, and stainless steel side and rear panels to prevent 
rusting. When you want economy, comfort, reliability, safety and 
enhanced performance, the MD950 is the ideal truck for you. 

TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS
FINISH
Diamond Vogel Epoxy powder-coated primer and polyester powder-
coat to provide a durable high gloss finish that will last for years.

GALVANIZED STEEL UNIT HAULER
This feature provides safe and secure points for transporting standard 
portable toilets, and the galvanized steel construction reduces effort for 
loading and unloading. 

KEY FEATURES & OPTIONS
• Hydraulic driven vacuum pumps
• PTO drive shaft driven vacuum pumps
• Engine driven vacuum pumps
• High volume water pumps
• Deodorizer dispensing systems
• Three compartment tank
• Odor eliminator
• Brake controllers
• Pressure washers
• Dump hoses

• Hose reels
• Pump flush kit
• Strobe lights
• Remote controls
• Dual-side service
• Pre filters
• Four-way valve
• Bucket holders
• Work lights

Vacuum Service Truck
MD950
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WHY MD995 FLAT VAC?
695 GALLON WASTE / 300 GALLON FRESH 
The MD995 Flat Vac is for those who want added capacity for  
hauling restrooms. With space for eight standard units, and  
designed with a 695-gallon waste and 300-gallon fresh water  
tank, this truck makes quick work of daily routes. It’s ergonomic  
features, like the lowered service area and easy-to-reach  
stainless-steel cabinets, also increase driver efficiency and lower  
fatigue throughout the day.  

Pick your own chassis and order the MD995 today, just the way  
you like it!  

TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS
FINISH
Diamond Vogel Epoxy powder-coated primer and polyester powder-
coat to provide a durable high gloss finish that will last for years.

LIFT-GATE
Your choice of a solid or grated lift-gate, solid lift-gates come in 
aluminum or steel. 

KEY FEATURES & OPTIONS
• Hydraulic driven vacuum pumps
• PTO drive shaft driven vacuum pumps
• Engine driven vacuum pumps
• High volume water pumps
• Deodorizer dispensing systems
• Three compartment tank
• Odor eliminator
• Brake controllers
• Pressure washers
• Dump hoses

• Hose reels
• Pump flush kit
• Strobe lights
• Remote controls
• Dual-side service
• Pre filters
• Four-way valve
• Bucket holders
• Work lights

MD995 FLAT VAC
Vacuum Service Truck
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WHY P&D 700 & 900?
700 - 455 GALLON WASTE / 255 GALLON FRESH
900 - 600 GALLON WASTE / 300 GALLON FRESH 
If you’re looking for a truck with that CAN-DO Attitude, Satellite Vacuum 
Trucks has a line of P&D trucks custom built just for you! Versatility is what 
the P&D line-up is all about. Each truck allows you to haul more units 
and pull a trailer, while having the tank capacity to service your daily 
route. If you’re only going to have one truck, make it a P&D truck.  

Satelltie Vacuum Trucks now offers the perfect P&D truck for pulling 
trailers. Our short-chassis P&D 700 is ideal for positioning trailers 
quickly. Its tight turning radius and ergonomic design allows for clear 
view of the trailer while backing up. Making it easy to spot obstacles 
that can be obstructed when towing behind standard service trucks.

TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS
1/4 TANK HEAD
These provide the ultimate in tank strength, longevity, ease of repair and 
zinc anodes to help reduce corrosion.

LIFT-GATE
Your choice of a solid or grated lift-gate, solid lift-gates come in 
aluminum or steel. 

KEY FEATURES & OPTIONS
• Hydraulic driven vacuum pumps
• PTO drive shaft driven vacuum pumps
• Engine driven vacuum pumps
• High volume water pumps
• Deodorizer dispensing systems
• Three compartment tank
• Odor eliminator
• Brake controllers
• Pressure washers

• Hose reels
• Pump flush kit
• Strobe lights
• Remote controls
• Dual-side service
• Pre filters
• Four-way valve
• Bucket holders
• Work lights

P&D 700 & 900
Vacuum Service Truck
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WHY MAL1175?
775 GALLON WASTE / 400 GALLON FRESH
The MAL1175 is designed specifically for congested routes that require 
high levels of maneuverability and a large number of daily services. 
Lightweight 5454 aluminum construction combined with an 18,000 
GVW or heavier chassis and an 84” cab-to-axle give this route truck all 
the maneuverability of a pick-up and the capacity of many larger trucks. 
Dual low-profile cabinets provide plenty of storage, and the lowered 
workstation provides an efficient ergonomic service area even for smaller 
drivers. A full range of vacuum and washdown systems can be custom-
tailored to fit your specific application.

TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS
1/4 TANK HEAD & FULL DOUBLE PLATED BOTTOM
These provide the ultimate tank strength, longevity, ease of repair and 
zinc anodes to help reduce corrosion.

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM UNIT HAULER
This feature provides safe and secure points for transporting standard 
portable toilets, and the aluminum construction reduces effort for loading 
and unloading. 

KEY FEATURES & OPTIONS
• Hydraulic-driven vacuum pumps
• PTO drive-shaft-driven  

vacuum pumps
• Engine-driven vacuum pumps
• High volume water pumps
• Deodorizer dispensing systems
• Three compartment tank
• Odor eliminator
• Brake controllers
• Pressure washers 
• Work lights

• Dump hoses
• Hose reels
• Pump flush kit
• Strobe lights
• Remote controls
• Dual-side service
• Pre filters
• Four-way valve
• Bucket holders

Vacuum Service Truck
MAL1175
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WHY MD1250?
850 GALLON WASTE / 400 GALLON FRESH
The MD1250 tank is a medium-sized vehicle, able to maneuver in 
tighter spaces. The 850 gallon waste/400 gallon fresh tank has the 
capacity to handle most routes. Designed with the driver in mind, it 
comes with a lowered work station to make servicing a breeze, even 
for a short driver. Some of its standard features include: 3” waste outlet 
valve, left side service, 2” fresh water outlet valve, sight glasses, hose 
bracket, strap tie-down brackets, bumper, hitch, rear mud flaps, wand 
holster, unique baffle design, keyed locking cabinets, complies with 
DOT safety requirements.

TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS
DESIGN
Stainless steel hose trays and cabinets reduce maintenance and improve 
appearance. Cabinets and hose trays also bolt together for easy, low- 
cost replacement and ease of service.

FINISH
Diamond Vogel Epoxy powder-coated primer and polyester powder-
coat to provide a durable high gloss finish that will last for years.

KEY FEATURES & OPTIONS
• 30” x 24” x 18” cabinets both sides Stainless Steel
• Rubber dock guard on rear of hose trays
• Powder coated fresh compartment
• Bedliner on in-tank work zone 
• Powder coated tank
• Stainless Steel side panel
• Cabinet shelves
• Round sight glasses
• Remote controls
• Dual-side service
• Pre filters
• Four-way valve 
• Bucket holders
• Work lights

Vacuum Service Truck
MD1250
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WHY MD1600?
1100 GALLON WASTE / 500 GALLON FRESH
The 1600 is the ideal size for high-density city routes. Large dual 
cabinets provide plenty of storage, and the lowered workstation 
provides an efficient ergonomic service area even for smaller drivers. A 
full range of vacuum and washdown systems can be custom-tailored to 
fit your specific application. A unique baffle design is integrated into the 
tank that provides greater stability in the event of a sudden turn or stop.

TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS
COATED FRESH COMPARTMENT
This provides clean, clear water with manway and round sight glasses to 
measure tank levels. Internal safety baffle included.

PRESSURE WASH OPTIONS
Take your choice of a CAT 1000 psi high pressure system, DC-10 
medium pressure system, or economical Flojet diaphragm pump pressure 
wash system.

KEY FEATURES & OPTIONS
• Hydraulic-driven vacuum pumps
• Cat high pressure wash down system
• Burks garden hose wash system
• DOT safety equipment
• Tank bed liner coating
• Deodorizer dispensing systems
• Fresh delivery system
• Engine-driven vacuum pumps
• Wet basket
• Odor eliminator
• Dual-side service
• Four-way valve
• Strobe lights
• Remote controls
• Bucket holders
• Hose stand-off bar
• Three compartment tank

Vacuum Service Truck
MD1600
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WHY MAL2150?
1600 GALLON WASTE / 550 GALLON FRESH
The MAL 2150 is designed specifically for demanding, high-capacity 
routes. Lightweight ASTM 5454 aluminum construction combined with 
a 25,999 GVW or heavier chassis gives the 2150 an incredible 
1600 gallon waste capacity and 550 gallons of freshwater. Large 
dual cabinets provide plenty of storage, and the lowered workstation 
provides an efficient ergonomic service area even for smaller drivers. A 
full range of vacuum and washdown systems can be custom tailored to 
fit your specific application. 

TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS
5/16 TANK HEAD & FULL DOUBLE PLATED BOTTOM
These provide the ultimate in tank strength, longevity, ease of repair and 
zinc anodes to help reduce corrosion.

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM UNIT HAULER
This feature provides safe and secure points for transporting standard 
portable toilets, and the aluminum construction reduces effort for loading 
and unloading.

KEY FEATURES & OPTIONS
• Hydraulic-driven vacuum pumps
• Deodorizer dispensing systems
• Three compartment tank
• PTO drive shaft driven  

vacuum pumps
• Engine driven vacuum pumps
• High volume water pumps
• Pressure washers
• Work lights
• Odor eliminator
• Dump hoses

• Dual-side service
• Brake controllers
• Hose reels
• Pump flush kit
• Strobe lights
• Remote controls
• Pre filters
• Four-way valve
• Bucket holders

Vacuum Service Truck
MAL2150
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• Plumbed with high temp  
vac hose

• Primary overflow valve  
NVE aluminum

• Moisture trap
• Exhaust muffler and oil catch
• Vacuum gauge
• Brass lever style valves with  

fittings caps
• 30/30 vacuum gauge
• Right angle gear box and 

wood style coupler

• Aluminum or steel  
storage boxes 

• Additional manways & ladders
• Heated collars
• Hoists & full opening rear doors
• Aluminum vacuum components
• Remote control systems
• Three compartment tanks
• Custom tank & chassis painting
• Multiple compartments

Vacuum Service Truck
SINGLE AXLE

WHY SINGLE AXLE?
Satellite Vacuum Trucks build a wide range of quality single-axle vacuum 
trucks that won’t break the bank and keep you from paying the extra FET 
tax that is required when purchasing a truck over 33,001 lbs. The more 
maneuverable single-axle vacuum truck has tanks ranging from 1,500 
gallons to 2,500 gallons and comes in aluminum, stainless steel and 
steel tanks. TruckXpress has trucks on the ground ready to use in any and 
all fields that require a vacuum truck for service.

VACUUM SYSTEM
Standard Pump: NVE 607 air or water-cooled pump with pressure dump. 
Standard Pump Drive: PTO with torque overload protection.

• Vacuum & pressure reliefs
• Electronic fast-idle system  

(chassis option)
• Automatic pump-oiling system
• Remote poly pump oil reservoir

KEY FEATURES
• Vacuum and pressure reliefs
• Electronic fast-idle system  

(chassis options)
• Automatic pump-oiling system
• Remote poly pump oil reservoir
• Plumbed with high temp vac  

hose and stainless clamps
• Primary overflow valve NVE
• Secondary check valve

OPTIONAL FEATURES
• Massport Titan
• NVE 866
• Blowers from Robuschi,  

Sutorbilt, Jurop & Moro
• Jetters, pressure washers &  

wash down pumps
• Hose tray lining
• Hose reels
• Toilet service stations
• Digital liquid level gauge

www.satellitevacuumtrucks.com | 1.800.883.1123 | Español: 1.877.452.1187
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• Plumbed with high temp  
vac hose

• Primary overflow valve  
NVE aluminum

• Moisture trap
• Exhaust muffler and oil catch
• Vacuum gauge
• Brass lever style valves with  

fittings caps
• 30/30 vacuum gauge
• Right angle gear box and 

wood style coupler

• Digital liquid level gauge
• Aluminum or steel  

storage boxes
• Additional manways & ladders
• Heated collars
• Hoists & full opening rear doors
• Aluminum vacuum components
• Remote control systems
• Three compartment tanks
• Custom tank & chassis painting
• Multiple compartments

Vacuum Service Truck
TANDEM AXLE

WHY TANDEM AXLE?
For your bigger jobs, you should consider trying one of the Satellite 
Vacuum Trucks tandem axle truck. With tank sizes ranging from 2,500 
gallons to 7,000 gallons, these trucks can conquer even the biggest jobs. 
If that is still too small for you, try one of the TruckXpress tanker trailers with 
capacities ranging from 2,000 gallons to 9,000 gallons. Depending on 
what you are looking to do with your truck, custom features can be added 
such as tilt beds, code trucks, and hitches. Just like its smaller counterpart, 
the tandem axle comes in aluminum, stainless steel, and steel tanks.

VACUUM SYSTEM
Standard Pump: NVE 866 water-cooled pump with pressure dump. 
Standard Pump Drive: PTO with torque overload protection.

• Vacuum & pressure reliefs
• Electronic fast-idle system  

(chassis option)
• Automatic pump-oiling system
• Remote poly pump oil reservoir

KEY FEATURES
• Vacuum and pressure reliefs
• Electronic fast-idle system  

(chassis options)
• Automatic pump-oiling system
• Remote poly pump oil reservoir
• Plumbed with high temp vac  

hose and stainless clamps
• Primary overflow valve NVE
• Secondary check valve

OPTIONAL FEATURES
• Massport Titan
• NVE Blower Options
• Jurop R260, PNR 84 etc.  

full line available
• Blowers from Robuschi,  

Sutorbilt, Jurop & Moro
• Jetters, pressure washers &  

wash down pumps
• Hose tray lining
• Hose reels
• Toilet service stations

www.satellitevacuumtrucks.com | 1.800.883.1123 | Español: 1.877.452.1187
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“We’re all about inventing, testing 
and refining products,” stated Ken 
Schomburg, Satellite’s Product 
Engineering Manager. “In the past 
three years, we have done product 
revisions on the Tufway, Global, 
Liberty, Freedom, Maxim 3000, 
Maxim 2000, Breeze and holding 
tank, to name a few. Our newest 
engineering tool is a 3D printer, 
which we are using to modify parts in 
far less time and with more accuracy, 
helping us to bring our newest ideas 
to the market in record time.”

 “Internally we have a department 
devoted solely to product testing,” 
continued Ken. “We perform many 
tests, ranging from dropping and 
dragging restrooms, to checking UV 
stability and measuring life cycles. 
And we do it on all our products and 
many of our competitors products as 
well. In addition, we perform the tests 
in weather situations similar to what 
our customers face. In Minnesota, we 
tend to see all the extremes, which is 
good for product testing.”

“We’re Constantly 
Refining
Products To 
Keep Pace 
With Customer 
Expectations And  
New Technology!”

—Ken Schomburg
   Product Engineering 
   Manager,
   Satellite | PolyPortables

Odor Control…Guaranteed!

Prior to joining Safe-T-Fresh in 2016, 
Ramya Kothamasu worked for several 
large international corporations in their 
research laboratories, studying organic, 
surfactant and fragrance compounds. She 
has a degree in chemical engineering 
and has already made breakthroughs in 
odor control while at Safe-T-Fresh.

“Typically, products used in the portable 
sanitation industry have relied on 
compounds that mask odors,” said 
Ramya. “In other words, the compounds 
use high amounts of perfume, which 
dissipate and lose their effectiveness 
between services. Some compounds 
actually deaden a persons sense of smell 
as a means of masking odors.”
“We’ve developed new odor control 
technology that moves beyond masking 
to actually changing the odor molecule,” 
continued Ramya. “Basically, the molecule 
is chemically changed. It is no longer 
an odor molecule, which means it no 
longer emits odor. As a result, we have 
reformulated all of our deodorizers with 
this new technology and the feedback 
from customers has been extremely 
positive.”

Together, we are all making strides to 
improve the experience of those who 

use portable sanitation. We are 
excited about the future and look 

forward to working with you 
on these improvements.

— Ramya Kothamasu
Research Scientist,

Safe-T-Fresh

“We have 
Developed 
New 
Technology 
to Control 
Odors!”

The process of improving is never 
ending due mainly to customer 
requests and emerging technologies. 
Change and growth are painful, but 
also very rewarding because portable 
sanitation can, and will, improve so 
many lives.

“A restroom trailer needs to be designed 
with the purpose of being a restroom 
trailer from the ground up,” says Ike 
Walther, Chief Engineer, Satellite Suites. 
“That may sound simplistic, but it’s a fact 
that building a trailer on top of a frame 
that was built for another purpose is 
simply taking a shortcut.”

“We also use materials that match the 
purpose,” states Ike. “For instance, we 
powder coat all of the metal on the 
exterior of the trailer and most parts 
inside. It costs more, but the result is a 
much nicer, longer-lasting finish. For the 
main structure, we use aluminum framing, 
not wood. Again, it costs more but is 
much lighter and it does not rot or retain 
moisture.  That is also true of all the sub-
layers. They are non-wood materials for 
added life.”

“Other practices we follow are keeping 
precise records of design and material 
changes,” continues Ike. “Design changes 
are updated in real time on tablets used 
by our line managers. It’s difficult to stress 
the importance of this practice. A real 
life example occurred when a customer 
called with an issue on the urinal. We 

learned how our design could be 
improved to prevent the problem. The 
change order was sent to the floor by 
uploading a new mechanical drawing, 
which the line leader saw and made an 
immediate change to the next trailer.”

There will always be a commitment to 
our customers to use the highest level of 
materials and latest technology in and 
for building our trailers. We believe it 
is the best strategy, and so far, it has 
proven to be true.

“Innovating the  
Restroom Trailer 
Industry with Low 
Maintenance 
Quality 
Products!”

— Ike Walther 
    Chief Engineer,  
    Satellite Suites
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